TIAHUANACO STAR GATES 3
CELESTIAL PATTERN OF ORION-PLEIADES CONSTELLATIONS

The purpose of this diagram is to show a possible celestial correlation between the Orion-Silver Gate and the Tiahuanaco pyramid region of Bolivia. The location is just shout of Lake Titicaca on the Bolivian side and northwest of La Paz. The small town of Tiwanaku is usually associated
with the pyramid complex that actually is divided into 2 main locals. The primary pyramid complex is called Kalasasaya. It encompasses the 3 main structures that this study strongly suggests correlates to the Orion star map and subsequently the same motif as the Great Pyramid of Giza
complex in Egypt among with the Sphinx. This study suggests that the main pyramid, called Acapana correlates and functioned much like the Sphinx of Egypt in keeping astronomical and astrological time. The other primary archeological site is Puma Punku. This is an amazing site as
the stones quarried and brought there from over 100s of miles have a workmanship unparalleled to any other ancient pyramid design and construction. This study suggests that in keeping with the Orion star map, Puma Punku correlates to the star Saiph. Upon further correspondences,
there appears to be definite land markers to also correlated the other boundaries of the constellation Orion.
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This pre-Inca civilization is thought to
have been established at the same time
as the Great Pyramids of Giza and
Teotihuacan in Mexico among others
like Ur and Babylon. There is even the
famous Fuente Magna Bowl that can be
read in Sumer an cuneiform and Proto
Sumerian hieroglyphs and verified by
leading linguistic experts although still
controversial.
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There is ample evidence that the most
ancient civilization had direct contact
with one another despite distances and
oceans. One theory that has become
popular in modern times is the Alien
Astronaut theory that states that beings
from other planets or ‘suns’ such as the
Pleiades or Orion came to seed the race
of Humanity.
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Orion Pattern
The Orion star map is seen all over the world and especially in ancient religious pyramid sites, such as in Ur, the
ancient home from the Biblical Abraham came out of.

Orion Constellation Template
3 STARS OF ORION’S BELT
The main reason for such structures
remains a partial mystery although it
is thought that such center were used
for spiritual and religious purposes.
Such structures functioned also, as it
has been postulated as centers that
kept ‘time’, astronomical and astrological.
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The Teacher, Lover, Hero Redeemer
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Gate of the Sun
The pre-Inca civilization perhaps was one of the
societies that ventured to spread around the world
once the Biblical account of the Tower of babble
occurred and the single language known to Mankind
was confused. The various evidences suggests that
that all the immediate post-Flood civilizations had a
common core to everything as suggesting by findings in language, architecture and astro-archeology.

